SPRING FLING (PART 2): Students vie for a Frisbee on the Eastman Quadrangle in an undated photo from the early to mid-1970s. The tradition of taking advantage of nice Rochester weather by flinging discs across the quad continues today. See Spring Fling (Part 1) on page 8 for details. Do you know who’s in this photo? If so, send us a note at rochrev@rochester.edu.

River Campus
Undergraduate

1939 Glenn Rayson (see ’99).

1941 Denis Radefeld has won an award for excellence in community service from Leadership Lorain County in Ohio. A retired surgeon, Denis is a board member of the Lorain County Free Clinic, which serves patients without health insurance. He and his wife, Carol, a nurse and surgical assistant, have also served with Medical Ministry International since 1983. In February, Denis and Carol traveled to the Dominican Republic, near the border with Haiti, to care for earthquake victims. The trip marked their 53rd two-week medical mission abroad.
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A new University history is in the works and we’re looking for examples of campus life over the course of Rochester’s 160 years. If you have photos or other historical material to share, we’d love to borrow them. We’ll return your submissions unharmed. If we use your photos in the book, we’ll send you a complimentary copy of the history. Look for more details at www.rochester.edu/aboutus/history.
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1945  Barbara Chandler Rayson (see ’99).

1946  Rosa Drake Julstrom ’47E (MA) was a presenter at the November 2009 conference, “Music and the Arts: Our Hope for the Future,” in Natchez, Miss. She writes: “The conference was a tribute to the late William Grant Still, dean of Afro-American composers, and much admired by [composer, conductor, and director of the Eastman School from 1924 to 1964] Howard Hanson.” Rosa performed piano music by Still and solos by Clifford Julstrom ’48E (PhD).

1950  Joe Sbero writes that he and Roger Moore held a two-man reunion last October. “Rog flew from his home on Amelia Island, Fla., to join me for the Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta. Rog has returned to his first love, photography, and wanted to take pictures of the myriad special balloon shapes. I took Rog on a trip along the Turquoise Trail to the notorious Mineshaft Saloon. The photo is of the two of us in the barroom, with me hoisting a small libation.” Joe adds that, as a Navy photographer in World War II, Roger served in China and photographed Chinese workers in and around Shanghai in 1945. Early this year, he had a one-man exhibition of these black-and-white prints in Hong Kong and Shanghai. Roger has also contributed photo illustrations to four books. Joe retired after 50 years of information technology consulting, including 10-year stints with the National Cancer Institute, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, and the National Weather Service. He writes: “For the Weather Service, I worked in South America and the Caribbean installing meteorology stations at airports such as Bolivia’s El Alto, at 13,000 feet.” In retirement, Joe has been providing pro bono information technology services to a nonprofit group in Albuquerque that sponsors Native American youth soccer teams on the reservations and pueblos. “Next spring,” Joe writes, “I will head to Rog’s place on Amelia Island to do some surf fishing along their lovely Atlantic Coast.”

1952  Chesley Kahmann writes that she has released a new CD, Twenty-Six Minus X (Orbiting Clef Productions), a musical play that she performs with her singing group, the Interludes. The recording is the 4th volume in Chesley’s Kahmann Touch series.

1956  Arthur Miller ’08 (Honorary), University Professor at the New York University School of Law, sends an update. In February, he gave the commencement address for the 2010 graduating class of Concord Law School, the nation’s first online law school. He also received an honorary doctor of laws degree from the institution. In March, an exhibition of part of his collection of woodblock prints by Utagawa Kuniyoshi opened at the Japan Society in New York City. And in April, a ceremony was held at NYU to dedicate the 2010 volume of the Annual Survey of American Law to Miller. The quarterly journal, edited by law students at the university and devoted to analyzing legal trends, has dedicated each volume to a prominent jurist, scholar, or practitioner since its founding in 1947. Among those speaking at the ceremony were Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and former ABC news anchor Charles Gibson.

1959  Tom Worosz writes: “I want to thank the University and all of my classmates who were involved in planning and executing the events surrounding the Class of ’59’s 50th reunion this past October. From the welcoming dinner on the first night, through the various meetings and seminars, to the presentation to each of the attending alumni of a special 50th UR remembrance medallion, a job well done and a BIG thank you.” Tom adds that he took a six-week trip through Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam starting in late January. He created a blog of his adventures at www.greatindochinaloop.blogspot.com.

1963  John Popp has been appointed chairman of the department of neurosurgery at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.

1965  Lawrence Marcus writes: “I met my current wife, Eugenia Volz, at our 40th Monroe High School (Rochester) reunion in 1999. We’ve been together since May 2001. After living in Raleigh, N.C., for eight years, we moved to Oxnard Shores, in Southern California, to be closer to her son.”
and our two granddaughters. It’s fun being a three-minute walk from the ocean.”

1966  In the March–April issue, we incorrectly identified the name of the professorship held by Jeff Raffel. Jeff is the Charles P. Messick Professor of Public Administration at the University of Delaware. We apologize for the error.

1968 Harriet Siegel Boxer (see ’99). . . . Cathy Jones Minehan (see ’05).

1969 Elaine Dutka writes that in January 2009, “A group of us from the 1970s gets together every fall for a fun weekend in New York City. Pictured are (seated) Jane Preston and our two granddaughters. It’s fun being a three-minute walk from the ocean.”

1969 Dutka

1970  (see ’05).

1969 Paul Tasca writes: “A group of us from the 1970s gets together every fall for a fun weekend in New York City. Pictured are (seated) Jane Preston Henn and Bob Henn ’71; and (standing) Merle Winn ’73, Ken McCasland ’73, ’76S (MBA), Joyce McCasland, Ellen Block ’71, Paul, Amy Ogden ’73, and Bob Amendolara ’75, ’81S (MBA).


1972 Paul Tasca writes: “A group of us from the 1970s gets together every fall for a fun weekend in New York City. Pictured are (seated) Jane Preston Henn and Bob Henn ’71; and (standing) Merle Winn ’73, Ken McCasland ’73, ’76S (MBA), Joyce McCasland, Ellen Block ’71, Paul, Amy Ogden ’73, and Bob Amendolara ’75, ’81S (MBA).

1972 Tasca

1974 Barry Yarkoni writes that he has been named the CEO of Vinomis Laboratories, a maker of dietary supplements, and that he and Nancy Friedman Yarkoni ’76 have welcomed their sixth grandchild.

1974 Yarkoni

1975 Cliff Meltzer ’77 (MS) has been appointed corporate senior vice president and general manager of the service assurance unit of CA, an information technology management software company based on Long Island, N.Y. . . . Bob Amendolara ’81S (MBA) (see ’72).

1975 Meltzer

1976 Nancy Friedman Yarkoni (see ’74).

1977 Eric Rubenstein, a partner in the real estate development department of the law firm Ruskin Moscou Faltischek, has been selected as one of “50 Around 50” business and civic leaders by Long Island Business News.

1977 Rubenstein

1979 Paula Redlinski Holbig (see ’05).

1979 Redlinski

1982 Iain Currie sends an update and a photo of himself (right) standing in front of an F-18 fighter jet with Navy Commander Ken (K. C.) Marshall ’94. Iain, a captain in the Navy, was called back last summer from his job as a pilot at United Airlines for active duty aboard the USS George Washington, based out of Yokosuka, Japan. K. C. is a public affairs officer aboard the ship. The two “exchanged a hearty ‘Meliora’ upon meeting,” he writes. Iain sailed on the ship from Australia to Japan, and while in the Pacific, saw Alpha Delta Phi brother, Captain Jeff Powers, a submarine officer based in Hawaii, and Captain

1982 Marshall and Currie
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Daniel Weed ’91S (MBA), who is commander of Fleet Activities Yokosuka. “We were all overjoyed to hear of the promotion of Gretchen Specht Herbert ’84 to admiral,” Iain adds (see Class Notes, January–February). This winter, he worked in Haiti and Chile on earthquake relief efforts with the U.S. Southern Command, which operates in South America, Central America, and the Caribbean.

1983 Avie Tevanian, formerly the chief technology officer at Apple Computers, has been named the managing director of Elevation Partners, a Menlo Park, Calif., private equity firm. Avie will focus on investments in consumer technology.

1984 Gretchen Specht Herbert (see ’82).

1990 John Sotomayor sends a photo of himself with Cox Communications public affairs specialist Devon Chestnut at the Ocala/Marion County Chamber of Commerce “Stars Over Ocala” ceremony, where his business, Sotomayor Media Creations, was named Minority Business of the Year. John has held several posts at the chamber, including member of the board of directors, chair of the Hispanic Business Council, and member of the board of regents for the Emerging Leaders of Ocala. John would love to hear from friends at john@sotomayormedia.com.


1993 Heather Hands Steinfield writes that she has been elected a partner at the global strategy consultancy Simon-Kucher & Partners, where she focuses on pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device clients. She adds, “I am only the second woman to be elected partner at SKP, and the first in the United States and in our life sciences division.” … Seth Diamond ’94S (MBA) has been named to the new position of vice president of marketing insights at Catapult Marketing in Westport, Conn. … Jerry Tichner has been promoted to partner in the law firm of McDermott Will & Emery. He specializes in health law and works in the firm’s Boston office.

1994 Aaron Muderick won the popular election to the Narberth Borough Council in November, and was later elected vice president of the council by his fellow members. Aaron lives in the Philadelphia suburb with his wife, Elizabeth, and their daughters, Sara, 6, and Rebecca, 3. … Ken (K. C.) Marshall (see ’82).

1995 Robert Kerr sends an update. He graduated magna cum laude from St. Thomas University School of Law in 2007, and in April 2008 married Jennifer Tritt. Attending the wedding were Tom Kitson, Frank Franzino, Sue Alley Franzino ’94, Eric Karr ’97, Tom Donohue ’97, Jon Conron ’97, Christine Millbyer Douglas ’94, and Terry Douglas ’96. In January, Robert opened his own law firm in Augusta, Ga., specializing in disability law. … Jonathan and Kimberly Ramirez Levine ’97 started an online business in December, Mamabears.com, that provides products for parents. Their first product is a stroller sign to help parents keep strangers from touching their babies. It reads: “Your Germs Are Too Big For Me, Please Don’t Touch.” …

Darby Leigh, a rabbi at Bnai Keshet synagogue in Montclair, N.J., and one of only five deaf rabbis in the world, was featured on the ABC documentary A Place for All: Faith and Community for Persons with Disabilities. The documentary aired multiple times on stations nationwide from December through February. … Gretchen Harris Zenner ’02S (MBA) writes, “My husband, Albert, and I have been blessed with the birth of our first child, August William, in September 2009.” … Latha Srinivasan and her husband, Sean O’Neil, welcomed a daughter, Rekha Ranjini O’Neil, in March 2009. Latha writes: “She weighed 6 pounds, 7 ounces, and was 18.8 inches long. She joined big brother, Karthik, who is four years old.” Latha adds that she practices labor and employment law and business and real estate litigation in Cleveland. … Michael King has coauthored a book, Multiscale Modeling of Particle Interactions: Applications in Biology and Nanotechnology (John Wiley & Sons). Michael is an associate professor of biomedical engineering at Cornell.
1996  Greg ’00S (MBA) and Amy Collins Hogan ’09S (MBA) welcomed a daughter, Audrey Katherine, in October. . . . Maura Gagan sends an update. She is living in Albany and works as a compliance auditor for the New York State Division of Criminal Justice. In September, she married Aaron Quantock, who works for Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY. The photo, she writes, is of “the Fun Bunch!”: Christina Petretta Mills, Miranda Chiu, Maura, Meredith Burrell ’95, and Jennifer Romano Canning.

1997  Mark Drapeau writes that he has completed two postdoctorates: one at New York University in neuroscience and another at the Department of Defense in government policy. He is now the director of innovative social engagement for Microsoft’s U.S. public sector division, an adjunct faculty member in media and public affairs at George Washington University, a cochair of the May 2010 Government 2.0 Expo, and a columnist for Federal Computer Week. . . . Kimberly Ramirez Levine (see ’95).

1998  Saul Maneiro writes that he was elected to the Monroe County legislature, representing a district in northeast Rochester, in November. He was sworn in on January 4.

1999  Ryan Sowers-Martinez writes that he and his wife, Jessica, welcomed their first child, Owen Alexander Sowers, in December. Owen was born at Newton Wellesley Hospital near Boston. . . . Joshua Boxer and his wife, Jessica, welcomed a son, Julius Benjamin, in November. Julius weighed in at 7 pounds and measured 20 inches. Joshua is the son of Harriet Siegel ’68 and the nephew of the late Naomi Siegel ’72. Jessica is the daughter of John Rayson ’71, the granddaugher of Barbara Chandler Rayson ’45, and the grandniece of Glenn Rayson ’39, the late Delwyn Rayson ’41, and the late Leland (Ennis) Rayson ’44. . . . Paul Hencoski and his wife, Juli, welcomed a baby boy, Jacob Andrew, to their family in May 2009. Jacob joins a big sister, Ella, 3. Paul is a partner at the audit, tax, and advisory firm KMPG . . . .

2000  Brian Gottesman writes that he has joined the Wilmington, Del., law firm Berger Harris as a director. He will lead the firm’s corporate and business entity counseling group.

2001  Andrew Pingrey and Patrick Ripton have graduated from officer candidate school at Fort Benning in Columbus, Ga., and have been commissioned second lieutenants in the U.S. Army. Andrew is a field artillery officer in Lawton, Okla., and Patrick is a platoon leader in the 130th Engineer Brigade in Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. Patrick writes that classmates can reach him at p.ripton@gmail.com.

2004  Brian Minehan (see ’05).

2005  Sarah Zimet and Alex Provan were married last June at Wagner Vineyards, along Seneca Lake, in Lodi, NY. Rochester alumni and students attending were (back row) Aaron Blumkin ’07M (MS), Josh Blumkin ’98, Eric Schweigert ’04, Alex; (middle row) Mike
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Hakiel ’04, Adam Smith ’04, Kevin Vander Naald, Sarah, Julie Mihalek ’06; (front row) Mike McCormick ’04, Susan Johnson ’07, ’08S (MS), and Lenore Kubie, a doctoral student in chemistry. . . . Jeff White married Marissa Shams in San Diego last October. They live in Stuttgart, Germany, where Jeff is a Navy lieutenant in the U.S. European Command. Jeff writes: "Lots of friends and soccer teammates from Rochester made the trip across the country to help us celebrate! Thank you so much!" . . . Cheri Redinski and Brian Minehan ’04 were married in Buffalo last August. Father Brian Cool of the River Campus Interfaith Chapel officiated. Cheri and Brian live in West Hartford, Conn., where Cheri is a school psychologist and Brian is an attorney. Rochester alumni and students attending the wedding were (back to front, left to right) Lawrence Brodney ’68, Myra Zauderer Brodney ’68, Cathy Jones Minehan ’68 (Brian's mother), Nicole Lehman, Daniel Britton ’04, Renee Reynolds Springer ’02, Michael Springer ’04, ’06 (MS), Jonathan Wilmot ’04, Raymond Brown ’03, Amir Dehestani ’01, Craig Pipal ’04, Ross D’Eredita ’04, Kimberly Elson, Jessica Marabella ’04, Olivia LaBoda, Brian, Cecilia Ramos, Andrea Galati, Alycia Redinski ’10 (Cheri's cousin), Kathryn O'Shei Lennon ’05, Paula Redinski Holbig ’79 (Cheri's cousin), Amanda Horst, Cheri, and Nicholas Lennon ’06. Christopher Apple, coach of the men's soccer team, also attended. . . . Emily Hickey writes that she and Brad Taylor ’07 were married in August 2008 in Brockton, Mass. The wedding was officiated by Ben Snitkoff ’06. Rochester alumni in attendance were (left to right) Ryan Accetta, Rebecca Phillips ’08, Jessica Stoll ’06, ’09 (MA), Dan McCormick ’08, Emily, Brad, Ben, Drew Phillips ’08, Ray Watts, Ted Martens ’08, Elizabeth Campisi ’08, Tim Teinfeld ’09, Pat Murray ’08, Olivia Pedersen ’09, and Colin Brown ’07.

2006 David Morse ’07 and Rachel (Kat) Abejuela were married in July 2008 at the Rialto Square Theatre outside Chicago. The wedding was officiated by Father Brian Cool of the Interfaith Chapel. In attendance were many Rochester alumni, including Kyle Struble, Genna Feldman ’07, ’08W (MS), James Kulesa, Jess William, Tony Terradas, Raquel Antonious, Brian Hallahan, Deste Relyea ’07, Rob Levassuer ’06, ’07 (MS), Portia Bridges, Brian Mooney, Steven Gelb ’07, Brian Metro, Celinda Gebhardt, Patrick Zinter, Meagan Miller, Mike Rothberg, Eric Campbell ’09, Robert Handzel ’09, and
Amanda Stoebe ’09. David was in the Sigma Chi fraternity and Kat was in the Kappa Delta sorority. They live in South Bend, Ind., where Dave is working toward his doctorate in physics at the University of Notre Dame and Kat will be graduating in May from the John Marshall Law School in Chicago. They will be moving to Geneva, Switzerland, this summer, where Dave will be working on his doctoral thesis at the European Organization for Nuclear Research. . . . Ben Snitkoff (see ’05).

2007 Brad Taylor (see ’05). . . David Morse (see ’07).

2008 Hannah Geswein and Adam Williamson send a photo from their wedding. In the front row (left to right) are Anne Ferguson, Julie Smith, Melissa Collier, Nicole Toscano, Gail Fogel, and Amanda Taylor; and in the back row (left to right) are Kyle Aures ’09 (MA), Katie Matthews, Kathleen Mulvaney ‘10, Greg Meditz, John Kreckel ’09, Peter Faber. Hannah, Adam, Brian Thomas ’06, Lynn Carrier, Brittany Oliver, and Michelle Serwacki.

River Campus Graduate

1967 John Webster (PhD) sends an update. He writes: “I continue to teach courses on biomedical instrumentation and design at the University of Wisconsin. I’m also involved with various research projects, including designing measurements for menopausal hot flashes and measuring pressure in the brain. Five faculty from Vietnam spent two months with me here to study our methods of teaching.” John adds that his wife, Nancy, volunteers at a retirement center, a campus art museum, “and at our Frank Lloyd Wright–designed Unitarian church.” John and Nancy also traveled to Hanoi, where John gave lectures on medical instrumentation. “We walked around lakes, visited museums, and enjoyed the cuisine. One weekend we slept on the night train to Sapa, a market town in the hill country near China, where we trekked through nearby Hmong ethnic villages set among rice paddies.”

1968 Margaret Blackburn White (PhD) has published a book, Becoming White: My Family’s Experience as Slaveholders and Why It Still Matters (Author House). Margaret is a professor emerita at Norwich University in Vermont.

1972 Helen Conway Flynn W (MA) (see ’69 undergraduate).

1976 Ken McCasland S (MBA) (see ’72 undergraduate).

1977 Cliff Meltzer (MS) (see ’75 undergraduate).

1981 Bob Amendolara S (MBA) (see ’72 undergraduate).

1990 Svetislav Marie (PhD) writes that he gave a talk to the San Diego chapter of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers on signal processing and the life and research of Edward Titlebaum, the longtime Rochester professor of electrical engineering who died in June 2009.

1991 Daniel Weed S (MBA) (see ’82 undergraduate).

1994 Matthew Eyles (MS) has been appointed vice president of public affairs and policy for Coventry Health Care, a managed health care company near Washington, D.C. . . . James Ayer S (MBA) has been appointed vice president of finance at Ricardo, an automotive, military, transport, and new energy industry consulting business. . . . Seth Diamond S (MBA) (see ’93 undergraduate).

2000 Greg Hogan S (MBA) (see ’96 undergraduate).

2002 Gretchen Harris Zenner S (MBA) (see ’95 undergraduate).

2007 Kevin Watson W (MS) is the new assistant principal at Kendall Junior and Senior High School in Kendall, NY. Kevin has taught English and served as athletic director at the school for the past three years.

2009 Lee Plummer S (MS) is a staff accountant at Mengel, Metzger, Barr & Co. in Rochester. . . . Amy Collins Hogan S (MBA) (see ’96 undergraduate).

Eastman School of Music

1947 Rosa Drake Julstrom (MA) (see ’46RC undergraduate).

1948 Clifford Julstrom (PhD) (see ’46RC undergraduate).

1953 Arnold Berleant ’55 (MA) writes: “I spent last October lecturing in Finland, the Netherlands, Poland, and China. My latest book, Sensibility and Sense: The Aesthetic Transformation of the Human World, has just been published by Imprint Academic. This book carries forward my project of enlarging the range of the aesthetic to embrace social and political values.”
1955
Arnold Berleant (MA) (see ’53).

1968
In December, Bill Cahn performed in four winter solstice concerts with the Paul Winter Consort at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York City. This year marked Paul Winter’s 30th annual winter solstice celebration. Bill has been a featured percussionist in the annual celebration since 1998.

1969
Helen Conway Flynn ’72 W (MA) (see ’69 undergraduate).

1975
Sheila Allen Yeomans (DMA) writes: “I am a professor of voice at Texas Christian University’s school of music. Last year I was invited to present master classes and a lecture on American art song at the Chopin Music University in Warsaw, Poland. I was accompanied on the trip by four of my students and a TCU pianist. I continue to enjoy teaching, making music, hiking, and brushing up on my languages at the Schirn International Music Festival in the Italian Dolomites each summer. For two years I have directed the TCU Project Canción Española Institute in the Interpretation of Spanish Song. On the faculty of the project is Arden Hopkin ’79 (DMA).

1980
Arden Hopkin (DMA) (see ’75).

1981
Madeleine Mitchell (MM) sends an update. She was in St. Petersburg, Russia, in November performing as a violin soloist with the St. Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra. She also gave a recital of British music including works from her recordings Violin Songs (Divine Art, 2007) and In Sunlight: Pieces for Madeleine Mitchell (NMC, 2005). In February, she toured in the United States with Ruth Morrow ’80 (MM), ’84 (MA) and John Gilbert and held recitals and master classes in Florida, California, and Portland, Ore. Madeleine is a professor of violin at the Royal College of Music in London. . . . A collection of Dan Locklair’s (DMA) compositions has been released on CD as The Music of Dan Locklair (Loft Recordings).

1983
Chris Norton ’86 (MA) (see ’94).

1984
Ruth Morrow (MA) (see ’81).

1986
Chris Norton (MA) (see ’94).

1994
Zeneba Bowers is the founder and artistic director of the Alias Chamber Ensemble in Nashville, Tenn. She writes: “I’m thrilled that Alias will be commissioning a new quartet for clarinet, violin, cello, and piano from Guggenheim fellow and Latin Grammy–winning composer, Gabriella Lena Frank.” She adds that the quartet will be commissioned by Vanderbilt University and the Schubert Club in St. Paul, Minn., which is headed by Kathleen Missall van Bergen ’98. This spring and summer, Zeneba and the Alias ensemble also plan a recording premiere on the Naxos American Classics label. Joining the ensemble on the marimba is Chris Norton ‘83, ‘86 (MA).

1996
Zeneba Bowers (MM) (see ’94).

1997
Donald (D. J.) Sparr has helped establish a composer-in-residence program for the Richmond Symphony Orchestra in Virginia. As the first composer-in-residence, D. J. teaches classes and workshops for members of the Richmond Youth Symphony Orchestra and composes new works for the group.

1998
Kathleen Missall van Bergen (see ’94).

2002
Greg Wilder (DMA), the founder of Orpheus Media Research in Philadelphia and the company’s chief science officer, has developed a content-based music search engine, Clio. Greg began developing the software while a commercial songwriter.

2005
Daniel Ross Hinson (MM) received his doctor of musical arts degree in performance from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro last December. Since graduating from the Eastman School, he has performed opera outreach and sung leading and secondary tenor roles with Opera Carolina, Opera New Jersey, Lake George Opera, Greensboro Opera, and the Ash Lawn Opera Festival.

2008
Andrew Bawden (MM) is a member of the resident artist training program of the Tri-Cities Opera in Binghamton, N.Y. Andrew’s roles with the opera this season and last include Melchor in Menotti’s Amahl and the Night Visitors, Marullo in Verdi’s Rigoletto, Bob in Menotti’s The Old Maid and the Thief, Valentin in Gounod’s Faust, and Count Almaviva in Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro.

School of Medicine and Dentistry

1963
Joseph Andrews (MD) is retired from medicine and was featured in the Boston Sunday Globe last February for his guidebook, and for his speaking and walking tours that focus on the little-known role of minority groups such as Jews, Native Americans, and African Americans, in the Revolutionary War. Andrews is the co-founder of Concord Guides Walking Tours and the author of Revolutionary Boston, Lexington, and Concord: The Shots Heard ’Round the World! A descendant of Jewish patriots, Andrews has lectured on “George Washington’s Jewish Soldiers” at his Concord synagogue and is working on a new book about Jews in the colonies tentatively titled Moses and Miriam in America.

1967
Jerome Gans (MD) has been named a distinguished fellow of the American Group Psychotherapy Association and has published a book, Difficult Topics in Group Psychotherapy: My Journey from Shame to Courage (Karnac Books).

1979
Christine Gleason (MD) has written a book, Almost Home: Stories of Hope and the Human Spirit in the Neonatal ICU (Kaplan). Christine is the chief of neonatology and a professor of pediatrics at the University of Washington and Seattle Children’s Hospital.

1981
David Nash (MD), the founding dean of the Jefferson School of Population Health at Philadelphia’s Thomas Jefferson University, has been appointed to the board of directors of the Louisville, Ky.–based health maintenance organization Humana.

1995
Teresa Liberati (PhD), an assistant professor of internal medicine and director of laboratory animal medicine at Southern Illinois University’s school of medicine, has been awarded a research grant by the American Lung Association to study the influence of genetics, obesity, and pre-existing lung inflammations on the development of lung cancer in humans. She also holds a doctor of veterinary medicine degree.